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Objectives 
First, identify associations between digital dermatitis (DD) prevalence and a DD risk score. 
Second, determine the effect of veterinary advice based on the risk score on DD prevalence and 
management by farmers and their veterinarians. 
 
Material and methods 
Nineteen farms with routine veterinary herd health visits from one veterinary practice were 
visited between March and April in 2016 and 2018. Selection criteria were (1) presence of DD, 
(2) milking parlor suitable for in-parlor M-scoring and (3) willingness to participate in the study. 
During the farm visit, DD prevalence was determined and a DD risk assessment (RA) survey 
done. At the end of the visit, farmers were given a list of cows with M2-lesions, eligible for 
treatment. The DD RA survey was an interim version of the lameness RA questionnaire 
(University of Calgary). It consisted of 22 MCQ with sections on foot health, housing and 
general management. Each answer was given a risk score based on published literature, with 
higher scores indicating higher risk for DD. Risk scores of all questions summed up to a total 
risk score (TRS). Two veterinary students, one in 2016 and one in 2018, performed the farm 
visits and were trained in M- and leg hygiene scoring using published literature, classroom 
training with digital color photographs and in-parlor scoring of washed hind feet of around 50 
dairy cattle using a mirror glued on a spatula and a powerful headlight. Dairy herd improvement 
data were extracted from farm management software with consent. 
 
Before the start of the study, farmers and their veterinarians were invited for a DD meeting. 
Study design together with general information on DD and its control on dairy farms were 
presented. In 2016, one-page summaries with advice on DD control were compiled and emailed 
to the farmers and their veterinarians after completion of all farm visits, in 2018 these were 
compiled and emailed within 14 days following each farm visit. At the end of the study, farmers 
and their veterinarians were again invited for a group meeting where anonymized results were 
presented. 
 
Descriptive statistics were calculated for TRS (% of maximum risk score) and herd DD 
prevalence (cow level). The association between TRS and DD prevalence was tested using linear 
mixed model (LMM) analysis with TRS as predictor and DD prevalence as outcome variable, 
year as factor and herd as random effect. The association between ΔTRS (2018-2016) as 
predictor and ΔDD (2018-2016) prevalence as outcome variable was visualized with a scatter 
plot. 
 
In 2019 farmers and veterinarians were asked via email what they had done with the given 
advice in both study years. 
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Results 
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for TRS and DD prevalence of 19 Dutch dairy herds 
Variable Year Mean SD* Minimum Maximum 

TRS (%) 2016 42 13 13 65 

 2018 41 13 20 68 

DD prevalence (%) 2016 39 13 15 59 

 2018 49 10 27 69 

ΔTRS (%) - -1 9 -17 16 

ΔDD prevalence (%) - 10 11 -14 31 

*SD = standard deviation 
 
LMM analysis identified that higher TRS was associated with higher DD prevalence (0.45, 
95%CI 0.19-0.73) and DD prevalence was higher in 2018 compared with 2016 (10.48, 95%CI 
3.47-17.50). Scatter plot indicated that there was no important relation between ΔTRS and ΔDD 
prevalence.  
 
For the email survey regarding action on advice given in 2016 and 2018, the response rate from 
farmers was 53% (10/19), with 4 farmers indicating some form of change in their DD 
management in 2016 and 7 farmers in 2018. The response rate from veterinarians was 89% (8/9) 
for 2016 and 90% (9/10) for 2018. They had discussed the advice and DD control with the 
farmer, but the majority admitted lack of follow-up. 
 
Conclusion 
The DD RA survey can be used to raise awareness of strong and weak points of DD control on 
dairy farms. However, veterinary advice based on the DD RA survey is insufficient to initiate 
behavioral change, in both farmers and veterinarians, that results in a decrease in DD prevalence 
under field conditions. 
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